
What is CC21C: Ready to Lead?  
CC21c: READY to LEAD is a reimagining of 
Corps Cadets for the 21st century. Reaching 
back to the original intent of the Corps 
Cadet program, we want to provide our 
teens and young adults with opportunities 
for leadership development and to go 
deeper in their discipleship experience.  
 
This will look completely different from early 
models of the program. We’ve kept the 
essence but recreated the structure, to 
better reflect the realities of today, an 
integrated approach to learning, and the 
diversities of our cultures. 

How is this different than 
the teen & young adult 
curriculum Orange will 
provide?  
Orange curriculum will provide a base level 
of small group discipleship for teens and 
emerging adults. This will be enhanced by 
our “deeper orange resourcing” (see 
Orange Overview). Those who desire even 
deeper discipleship experiences, or who are 
identified as potential emerging leaders, will 
be able to take part in the CC21c: READY to 
LEAD initiative—all the while staying actively 
involved in their local discipleship 
programming.

What does Ready to Lead 
look like?  
Opportunities for leadership development 
and deeper discipleship experiences will be 
contextualized to local and divisional 
settings, alongside initiatives at the 
territorial level. 
 
Youth will be able to choose from a uniquely 
designed “menu of options” that suits their 
discipleship and leadership development 
needs. Each menu option will meet a set of 
core criteria, including aspects of Biblical 
study, spiritual formation, ministry 
engagement, mentoring relationships, and 
accountability. Menu options will have a 
corresponding “credit value” which will 
count toward overall completion or the 
CC21c: READY to LEAD initiative.  
 
Possible menu options may include: online 
study and engagement, ministry & mission 
opportunities, and regional discipleship 
events or cohort involvement.  
 
Participation in READY to LEAD is not 
intended to replace local involvement in 
discipleship programming; it is designed to 
enhance it, taking the experience for teens 
and young adults deeper. 

Where do I learn more?  
Go to CANBDAyouth.com  
to find out more, ask questions & give 
feedback.

http://CANBDAyouth.com
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